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Ansrnlcr
Th9 opical absorption spectra of high-titanium
vesuyianites from three different localities are described.and are shown to be dominated by bands
markiig. Fet++Ti4+ intervalence and oxv-een-+Fe
char6ie-transfer processes. The spectra of all three
crystals show a polarized band centred at 230002ffi9 ng" (435415 nm) that is assignedto chargetransfer between Fe2+ and Tia+ ionJ in adjacenf C
positions in columns along the 4-fold axis and parallel to the crystallographic c-axis. A vesuviartte
from I-eurel, Quebec, coutaining 0.9g% FeO and
2,4lVo TiQz, in addition absorbs at 26750 cm-l
(374 gm) and this is attributed tentatively to chargetransfer between Fe2+ and Tia+ ions in adjacent
AllFe and Ca(2) posititons. Tbe spectra indiiate a
non-unifornr distribution of Fe3+ over the four diff.".""! C! s,ites; one of tlrese sites, the highly-distorteal Ca(3), contains an immeasurably imall
amoutrt, 17Vo, of total iron. Tlrese occupancies
could not be confirmed because of the absence or
weakncss of Fe2+ crystal-field bands. No evidence
of -Fes+ or Ti3+ crystal-field absorption is observed
and calculation suggests that tle minerals are richer
rn Fez+ ions than in Fe3+ and also that (l%
of
total Tt is Ti3+.
The UV,-centred background absorption is polar.
w .4-ll E/1q spectra, where E is the polarization direction of the electric vector of incident liebt. This
absorp{on and that at *)3ggg cm-r are oiintf
iespo-nsille for the yellow and pinkish-brown
and tbe pleochroism of Ti-rich vesuvianites.
"oiou..

INIaoDUcTIoN
Optical absorption can be a facile method of
studying the chemistry of Tl in minerals. Assuming reasonable extinction of coefficients. the
strengtl of Tis+ crystal-field absorption can lead
to estimates of 'I18+:Ti4+ ratios- (Manning &
Harris 1970). The substitution of Tii+ into Ca2+
*g Al:- sites requires parallel charge compensation thTug! changes in local crystal comiosi
tion, and fhis can caus€ the intensificaiion.
broadening and shifting of Fe2+ and Fer+ bandi
(Manning & Townsend 1970; Robbins & Strens
1972; Manning l973iFaye et at. 1974).In addition, Tia+ is an acceptorion in directional inter-

valence charge-transfer: processes (Manning
1969a; Townsend 1968; Faye & Hanis 1.969).
Broad absorption bands in the energy-range
20000 - 24000 cm-r are not uncommon features
of the optical speotra of Ti-bearing minerals
(Manning 1969a; 1969b; Faye & Harris 1969).
The bands are polarized along .metal-metal directions, hence the reason for the current belief
that they mark M"+ -> Tia+ intervalence chargetransfer, where M"+ is more likelv to be Fer*
than Ti'+ (Faye et al. 7974; Townsend 1968).
Vesuvianites are silicates of complex struoture
containing, insofar as transition-metal ion, substitutions are concerned, 'tighf Al-centred and
AVFe-centred octahedral sites, a S-coordinate
site and four 8-coordinate Ca2+ sites of significantly different local site symmetry. Vesuvianites can contain several per cent Fe and Ti;
those low in Ti are often green and those rich
in Ti brown or yellow (Deer, Howie & Zussrnan
1962). Here, the polarization properties of absorption bands in the blue and near-ultra-vioier
regions of ,the spectra of three Tl-bearing vesuvianites are used to determine the electronic
transitions responSiblefor the colour and pleochroism. Becausethe bands mark directional intervalence charrge-transferprocesses,information
can be obtained on some Fe2+ and Tla+ site
occupancies.OptiCal absorption evidence(GrumGrzhimailo et al. t963; Manning 1968)indicates
that almost all 0he Fe in low-Ti vesuvianites is
Fet+.
E:<peRrMrNTar
Polarized absorption spectra were recorded on
a Cary-l4 spectrophotometefusing Glan polarizing prisms. Spectra were measured at roomtemperature. Gem-quality, honey-yellow crystals
of vesuvianites from Leurel, Quebec, were donated by Messrs.H. R. Steacy and H. G. Ansell,
curators of the National Mineral Gllection,
Geological Survey of Canada. They also gave
crystals from Salinas, Mexico. A thin section
of pinkish-brown vesuvianite from Sudan was
sent to me some years ago by Dr. R. A. Howie,
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King's College, London, U.K. Elecaon noicroprobo analyses (fable 1) wero performed by
Dr. D. C. HaJTir .and Mr. D. Owens, Minel
Branch, Ottawa, and Dr. \M. Petruk of the same
address aided in orientotion of specimens.
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IN IIEIGHTPET CENT
AMLYSESOF VESUVIANIIES
iABLE I. MICROPROBE
Leurel

Fe0
Tl02
Un0
Sl02
cao-

0.98
2.41
n.d.
36,88
37.46
I 6.60

Total

97.72

fila',

is even lorer (96U).
0H, to a I sser stent

salinas

1,29
0.90
0.05
36.76
37,70
16.12
4.51
97.33
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C"(r;

sudan

7.62'
3.00
0.06
34.67
35,24
't2.76
3.28

Ca(r)

96.63

-

Balanle to l00t ls-prcbably made.up0f
by FeJt, and by Nar (rDt neasuHl) .

06
Extinction coefficients, expressed in litres,/
mole-cm, are calculated from
e = AlCl
where u4 is net absorbance, C is the cation concentration in moles/litre and I is the specimen
thickness. In the text, tnetpl concentrations are
given according to mineralogical custom as
weigbt p€r cent oxide. Pleochroic schemes are
given in Table 2.
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SfiEIIESOF Ti-RICH VESUVIANITES
TABLE2. PLEOCHROlC
SpeclEs
Laurel
sal l ms
Sudu
t rapr6sls

thtckmss
0.0085 @
0.10 6
0.01 @

E//o
velld
lel lm
ptnklsh-bMn

9Lo
@lourless
@louy'ls
yellq-brorn

the polarlation dlrectlpn of incldsnt li9ht.

Srnucr'urr

or VssuvrANrrn

The structure of vesuyianite has been determined by Warren & Modell (1931) and more
recently and accurately .by Coda et al. (L970)
and Rucklidge et ol" (L975). The structuxes Proposed by the Coda and Rucklidge groups are
virtually identical but differ significantly from
the Warren & Modell structure in the distribution of atoms on the 4-fold axis. The latter suggested that two Ca ions separated by 2.84A are
on the 4-fold axis, bach sation sharing a face of
an antiprism of oxygens. The newly determined
structure on the 4-fold'axis is shown in Figure
l; Ca ions in C Sites are in antiprismatic coordination and Fe ions in 3 sites are in squarepyramidal coordination. Tlre C1 separation is
2.60 A and the C-B t,O6 A. Least-squaresrefinement of si'te occupaqsies placed Al on the
smaller 8-fold octahedral poeitions and Aln Fe,
Ti Mn and Mg on bth the lGfold general
octahedral AlFe si{e and the B site. Average
metal-orygen distaqcer are: Al-O 1894, AV

o Cd

. oxygen

FIc. 1. Diagrammatic representationof ,{-fold ffi
at x=Yr aridy=Yt. Projectioois on a plane conl4ining thc c-direction.

Fe-o 1.95A"c-o 2.47A, a-o 2.11A, ca(ry
2504.
o2.424 ca(z)-o2.47A andCa(3)-o
the B and C positions are half occupied, and
presumably tf. a B position is filled the adja.cent C position is unfilled.
Rrsur,rs AND DlscussloN
''
Description ol spectra.
Figures 24 present the polarized- and unpolarized-light spectra of irrational and oriented
sections of Leurel and Salinas vesuvianites. Spectra of the Leurel material show two broad absorption bands at 230@ cm{ (435 n'm) 'and
2675A cm-1 Q74 nm) superimposed on strong
UV-centred charge-transfer absorption. The
23000 cm"l band is strongly polarizr4 having
maximum intensity 'n E//i $pectra and zero
intensity ip Eaq.(Figs. 2 aud 3). Spectra of the'
Salinas(Fig.a) and Sudan crystals.showthe oga
band.at 2300O cm{ snd -_240(X}.cm.1,rc$Itectiv6iy, also iolarized, althougb qQt sho$rn:.her€,
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Fro. 2. Optrcal absorption spectra of a section of
L€urel vesuvlanite cut parallel to the c-axis.
Spectrum A represents E77c, B E I c, and UN
unpolarlzed lieht. (E is the polarization direction
of incident light). profiles and p are obtained
by subtracting the ultraviolet-centered background
lbsorption from UN and B, respectively. iashed
lines indicate approximato bickgiounds ior curve.
B and UN. Specimen thicknesi 0.00g5 crn.

n E//c sp€ctra- The two broad Leurel bands
therefore mark two electronic processesinvolving differently-situated pairs of cations. These
same bands are associated unquestionobly with
the presence of Ti because two of the three Ti-
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Frc. 3. Polarized absorption spec.traof Leurel vesu. Frc. 4. UnpolarlzedJietrt spectraof Salinas(A) and
' vianite. A is for E//c
alrd B for E I c. Dashed
kurel (B) vesuvianites.Curve C is that of B
-line indicates background absorption.
Sample
minus background. Specimen thicknesses:0.043
tlickness 0.038 cm.
cm for A and 0.019 cm foi B.
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Orisin of'the'23O0Ocm'' -band;'
I Thd,.polarizationprorerties ofthe Z3ffi'tm*r
band ihdicate Fe2+ -- Tia+1or Ti3+ --. Tia*
charge-transfer.between. eation$ in adiacent'
e40
sitesrlyingdong the c-direction.The vesuvianite
structure shows A1-A1, A1lFe and also B-C
and C-C vectors parallel to the c-axis. The
:
structure of the column at x : Yand t : rA
is shown in Figure 1. Cations in adjacent C positions share a face of an antiprism and according to Randic (1960)the odd 3d electronof
the donor ion occupiesthe axially-symmetrical
3d"aorbital, which here is directed along the 4q80
t60
fold axis and which in turn coincideswith the
600
IAVELEil6Tfl,nm
crystallographicc-direction.Intervalencecharge
Frc. 5. Absorption coefficient (absorbance/thick- transfer is particularly favourable becauseof
ness, in cm'r) verzus wavelength for Iaurel (A),
(2.60i,) and extensive
Salinag (B) and Lowell (C) vesuvianites.For A, the short C-Cseparation
B, C respectively,l=0.0215, 0.043, 0.033cm; overlap from bridging OeZpr orbitals. ChargeFeO - 0.98, 7,29, 4.4Vo;TiOz - 2.41, 0.90, transfer betweenmetal ions in non-adjacentB
and C sites is much less favourable, firstly on
O.l2Vo.
F

:q!

bearing vesuvianites are relatiyely low in Fe and
relatively high in Ti compared with the Fe"+bearing Lowell crystals studied earlier (4.9/o
FegO"; O.2OVoTiOr; Manning 1968), (he spectrum of which showed neither of rthese two
bands. Three interpretations are possible: firstly,
the bands represent crystal-field transitions in
Tis*; secondly, they rnark directional metal -)
Tin+ intervalence charge-transfer, and thirdly,
they mark cryshl-field transitions in fenous
and ferric ions intensified and broadened by
the substitution of Tio+ ions into next-neighbour
Cao*, Md*
or Al sites. Substitutional effects have been noted in schorlomite garnet (Manning & Townsend l97O; Manning
1973), Ti-bearing biotites (Robbins & Strens
1972) and, tourmalines (Faye et al. 1974).
Intervalance charge-transfer absorption is polarized accurately along metal-metal directions
(Manning 1969a; Faye & Harris 1969). Reference to garnets shows that the solubility of Ti
in grossular (-lVo ilw
TiO,; Al-O 1.9454;
Deer, Howie & Zussman 1962; ,A,brahams &
Geller 1958) is too low for rneasurablecrystalfield absorption, whereas in andradite Ti"*
solubility is greater (equivalent 6 IAlo TiOz;
Fe3+-0 2.024) and crystal-field absorption is
strong (Manning & Harris 1970). It therefore
seems unlikely that the solubility of Tis+ in
octahedral sites in vesuvianites (Mg-O 1.89A;
Al-O 1.95A) will be great enough for rneasurable d-d absorption. Tis+ ions in 8-coordinate
Ca positions will absorb, from comparisons witlr
spectra of Tis+-andmdite, at 19000 X 8/9 X
Q.O/2.4)' cm-l, or -700O cm-l, where Q.O/2,41
is the ratio of metal-oxygen distances in andradite and vesuvianite.

@'€o

account of the large 3.8 A separation and secondlybecauseof the unavailability of bridging
oxygen ?rorbitals. The A1-A1 and AllFe-Al/Fe
separations must be considered far too long for
beintervalence charge-transfer, particularly
cause the cations do not share octahedral edges
of oxygens and the tz. orbitals are not directed
-along
axis. The 23000 cm-t
the-metit-tni,tlt
band would therefore seem to arise ftom Fe2-/
Ti'+ 3doz - Ozet - Ti4* 3d,s charge-transfer in
adjacent C sites.
Origin of the 26750 cm-' Leurel battd..
Because of very intense ultraviolet-centred
background absorption, the 26750 cm{ band in
the Leurel spectrum was not resolved in E//c,
but EIc and unpolarized-light spectra (Fig. 2)
show that the band has maximum intensity in
E//c, The band after approximate background
subtraction is 25-60 per cent more intense in
the unpolarizedligbt spectrum, hence the E//c:
EIc intensity ratio will be around two. The
2675O cm'r band will probably b€ too weak to
measure if crystals could be thinned sufficiently
to permit resolution of the near-ultraviolet spectrum. The half-width and energy of the band
suggestmetal -> Tia+ interaction and the polarization properties indisate metal-Tio" vectors having a gteater projection onto the c-axis than
onto a plane perpendicular to c. This criterion
eliminates Fez+/Ti'+ -+ Ti4+ charge-transfer in
tho site-pairs A1-A1/Fe, Al-Ca, Ca(1)-Ca(2) and
Ca(3)-N/Te. The C{a(3) site-pair can be eliminated becausethe odd 3d electron of Fe2+ ions
in C sites is localized rn the 3d* orbital that is
oriented parallel to the c-axis and away from
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Ca(3) ions. Possible site-pairs are Ca(Z)-Al/Fe,
CaQ)-CaQ), Ca(2){a(3) and Ca(3)-Ca(3).
Qrystal-chemical arguments (Burns & Strens
L967) and r-ray diffraction evidence (Coda et al.
1970; Rucklidge et aJ. 1974) suggestthat major
qmounts of transition metal Tin* ions occupy
the octahedral AVFe sites in vesuvianites. In
schorlomite garnets, for examplg there is no
evidence to suggest that Ti"* ions occupy other
tlan the octahedral Al sites (Ilartman 1969;
Manning & Harris 1970; Burns L972; Dowty
1971). Optical-absorption and Mijssbauer studies of tourmalines Qlerman et al. L973i Faye
et al. L974; Burns 1972) 'demonstratethat ferrous ions are present in Al positions (Al-O 1.93
A) althougn the larger Mg siie (Mg-O 2.054) is
usually favoured. The availability of several Ca
sites in the vesuvianite structure suggests that
ferrous substitution into 'tighf Al"/Fe sites will
be on a smaller scale than for Ti"+ substitution.
Moreover, ions in the AllFe and Ca(2) sites
share a pair of oxygens and a 3d-orbital lobe of
the AllFe ion is directed toward a Ca(2) ion.
For these reasons, Fe2+/Tia+ and Tia+ substitution into Ca(2) and AllFe sites is attractive as
the cause of tbe 26750 cm-xband. The internuclear separation is 3.3A. The donor ions, Fe2+
or Ti"+, are probably on the Ca(2) site.
Some site occupanciesof Fez+ and Feg+ ions.
None of the spectra showed a sharp absorption band at 2rcAA cm{ (463 nm) marking the
field-independent transition 6At-+aAfE(G) in
Fse+ ions in AllFe positions (Manning 1968).
Assuming for the Leurel material tha,t a sharp
band of 0.05 absorbance units would be observed, if it existed, at 21.60Ocm-l in the spectrum of a Leurel section O,22 cm thick and that
€ - 1.5, the maxi.mum calculated conc,entration
of Fes+ ions in Al,/Fe sitesis O.15 molar or 30/o
of total Fe. Lesser amounts of Fe3+ ions are expected in Al and B sites, in the former instance
bccause of the tightness of the site and in tle
latter becausethe e-value is expectedto be -10
as there are no covalently-bonded next-nearest
neighbour cations around Oro (Manning 1973;
Fig, 1). It would appear, therefore, that the Tirich minerals, in contrast to the Lowell, are
richer in Fes+ than in Fe'+ ions. Assuming for
the Leurel material that a broad band of 0.1 absorbanceunits would be easily seen,if it existed,
in the 5000-20000 cm-1 spectrum of a section
O.22 cm thick and tlat e = 40 litres,/mole-cm,
as it is for the Tie+ 'E -) 272(D) transition in regular octahedral sites in garnets (Manning & Harris 1970), then the Ti3+ concentration is -0.01
molar, which is l% of.total Ti. Absorption bands

of the different 8-coordinate Tis+ ions are expected to overlap and any broad envelope seen
would have contributions from severalTi'+ ions.
The odds are that the 23000 cm-l band in spectra
of titanian vesuvianitesis caused by Fe2++Tin*
charge-transfer. It has been suggested that such
processesocsur at 1400Oto 240O0 cmo in spectra of several natural and synthetic materials
(Faye 1968; Townsend 1958; Ferguson & Fieldng L977; van der Graf et al, 1973; Dowty &
Cllark 1973), Polarized bands assignedearlier in
spectra of tourmalines (Manning I969a) and andalusite (Faye & Harris 1969) to Tis+ -> Ti*
can probably be re-assigned to Fe2+-+ Tin'
(Faye et al. 1974). The 23000 cm-l band is of
comparable intensity in spectra of all three
vesuvianites, indicating similar concentrations
of Fe'+-Tia+ ion-pairs and pr,esumablyindividual
Fe2+ and Tia+ ions in C positions.
the absenceof a
If this assignmentis correct,
'n
E Lc spectra of the
broad band polarized
three vesuvianites suggest Fe!+ Ca(2)-site: Ca(3)-site occupancy ratios of, say n4:L Ions in
the AIlFe and Ca(3) sites lie in a plane approximately perpendicular to the c-axis, share a pair
of oxygens, and a 3d orbital lobe of the AllFe.
site ion is directed towards Ca(3). (A band at
-11000 cm{ with maximum htensity n ELc
spectra and zero intensity in E//c has been observed by me in spectra of some low-Ti vesuvian'ites; the origin of the band is uncertain but
it may mark Fez+-+ Fe8+ charge-transfer).Intervalence charge-transfer involving ions in
Ca(3) and other metal sites, can therefore be
eliminated. (Note that the principal reason for
favouring the A|lFe-Ca(2) site-pair over Ca(2)Ca(2) is based on the crystal-chemistry of Ti"*).
The Fes+- Tia+ process causing the Leurel
2675A cm'Lband is probably less efficient than
that causing the 23000 cm-l on account of the
greater internuclear separation. There are 32
Ca(2) plus A\lFe sites in the unit cell against
four C, hence in order to counteract the greater
d,ilution it would app€ar that more Fez+ and
Tia+ ions are present in Ca(2) and AllFe sites
than in C. The solubility of Fe'* in the 'tight'
Al sites is probably very low @urns & Strens
1967), whereas reference to tourmalines (Faye
et aI. 1974; Hermon et al. 1973) suggeststhat
Fe2+ may be appreciably soluble in AllFe sites.
No band stronger than 0.03 absorbance units
is observed in the featureless 5000-8@0 c-m'r
region of the spectrurn of a O,22 cm section of
the Leurel crystal, where hands of 8-coordinate
ferrous ions are expected to occur (Manning
1967; Moore & White 1973). Assuming e-values
of one, the maximum concentration of Fet* ions
in a Ca position is *28Vo of total Fe. Because
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bands arising from Fez+ in the different Ca
positions are expecGd to overlap, the total concentration of Fe2+ in 8-soordinate positions is
probably not greater tban 28Vo, The weak, illdefined envelope in the 8000-140O0cm-1region
reflects ferrous occupancy of either or both of
the AtlFe and 5-coordinate positions. The
maximum e'C-value (:A/l)
of the envelope is
0.6 cm'1, and if e=4 litres,/mole-om then the
concentration of absorbing ion is 0.15 molar or
-3OVo of total Fe. This admittedly approximate
e-value is not unreasonable for either 6- or 5coordinate ferrous, but the purpose of the calculati.on is to show that major amounts of ferrous ions are on either or both of the AVFe
and .B positions.
Wo have, therefore, for the Leurel material
that (i) total Fe2+in Ca positions 128Vo of total
Fe, (ii) Feg+ in AllFe positions 13O7o of total
Fe, (iii) Fes+ in B s,ites15% of total Fe, and
(iv) Fe'+ in AVFe plus B sites -3AVo of total
Fe. Of the Ca positions,Fe2+may be most abundant in Ca(2). The absence of a 2675O cm{
band in the Salinas and Sudan crystals indicates
lesserconcentrations of Fe2+ ions in Ca(2) positions. The stronger near-infrared envelope in
the Sudan spectra (eC*t2) reflects greater ferrous occupancy of B and Al"/Fe sites; however,
the envelope caffrot,be resolved unambiguously.
The determination of more accuxate site-occupancies awaits Miissbauer studies and opticalabsorption studies of th,icker crystals (for better
resolution of the near-infrared).
Assuming that 2AVo of total-Fe is Fe2+ on
Ca(2) positions, then one Ca(2) site out of 20
is occupied by Fez+. If we now place SOVo
(0.5 molar) of total Ti as Tia+ onto AllFe positions, the concentration of adjacent ion-pairs is
0.5/90 or 0.0055 molar. The e-value for the
2675O crtr band in Leurel spectra can be obtained from e = 0.15,/(0.0085 X 0.0055) or
3500 litres/mole-cm. where 0.15 is the antisipa.ted absorbance of the band in E//c spectra
(Fig. 2), 0.0085 is the specimen thickness in cm
and 0.0055 is the molar concentration of ionpairs. This is a reasonablee-valuebecausevalues
of 1O00 have been calculated for similar bands
in spectra of andalusite (Faye & Harris 1969)
and green tourmalines (Faye et al, 1974) based.
on Ti concentrations only.
My interpretation of the origin of ,the 23000
cm-' band requ.ires the presence of Tia+ ions on
8-csordinate C sites. This unusual coordination
of Ti** may be related in some way to the occupation of B sites by transition-metal ions generally. The metal-oxygen distances of. -2J4
measured for the B site are representative of
Fe2+-bearingminerals. Possibly each metal ion
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on B distributes to some degtee between B ard
C sites, both being half occupied. The simple
calculations presented here suggest that Fe2+
ions prefer B and over C, and crystal-ehemical
considerations suggest that Tia+ does likewise.
Iron is present mostly as Fes+ in the low-Ti
Lowell vesuvianite and as Fe2+ in the high-Ti
crystals. Hydroxyl absorption at l43O nrn is
more intense in the I-eurel q)ectra than in Lowell, indicating that the Ti substitutional reaction
is mainly
Fer* * Af"l=

Fer+ f

Ti"{

and possibly

Ca'* + A{"1 = Na* + ti|*,
(or
but not Fe3"
Alt") + OH- = 11a+ -.',tQz-,
as for example in tourmalines (Faye et al. 1974).
Other substitutional reactions pro'posedhave included

R3J+zsifi=Tff+2Al3i
in Appollo L1 pyroxenes (Burns et al. 7972),

2Fel1= Fe* + rrll
in some high-Ti andradites (Manning & Harris
1970).

and

Fe3J+ sif* = TiSJ+ AllFei"X

in schorlomites (Manning & Harris 1970).
Sur"rueny
The colour and pleochroism of three Ti-bearing vesuvianites arise mainly from Fd+->Tia*
and O2-+Fe charge-transfer processes. The
polarization properties of the bands reflect Fet*
and Tia oscupancy of B and C positions in
channels running parallel to the c-axh, and, in
the case of the vesuvianite from Leurel, Quebec,
Fe2+ and Tia+ occupation of adjacent Ca(2) and
AIlFe positions. The distorted Ca(3) site contains no measurable amount of 'Fe'+ (47Vo of.
total Fe2+ in the Leurel material). No tlirect information can be gleaned on ferric iron but
approximate calculations suggestthat 13OVo of
total Fe is Fe8+. Not more than 7% of total-Ti
is Ti'+. Appreciable amounts of Fe2+ are present (L5-60/o) in the octahedral AVFe and 5coordinate B positions.
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